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Abstract: Programmable reversible logic circuit is design 

style for nanotechnology and quantum computing with 

minimum heat generation, quantum cost and garbage 

output. Reversible logic helps in reducing the heat 

dissipation by eliminating the information loss. In this 

paper, a 4-bit reversible combined adder and sub tractors 

using DKG gate is proposed. A performance analysis is also 

performed over the proposed designed to synthesize the 

proposed logic circuit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Irreversible logic circuits dissipate heat in the amount of kT 

ln2 Joule for every bit of information that is lost irrespective 

of their implementation technologies, where k is the 

Boltzmann constant and T is the operating temperature [1]. 

Information is lost when the circuit implements nonbijective 

functions. Therefore in irreversible logic circuit the input 

vector cannot be recovered from its output vectors. 

Reversible logic circuit by definition realizes only those 

functions having one-toone mapping between its input and 

output assignments. Hence in reversible circuits no 

information is lost. According to [2] zero energy dissipation 

would be possible only if the network consists of reversible 

gates. Thus reversibility will become an essential property in 

future circuit design. Fault detection can generally be done in 

three methods: parity preserving method, parity generation 

method and dual rail online error detection methods. Among 

these the most commonly used method if parity preservation. 

This method id implemented at gate level. Hence there is no 

extra cost in design and verification effort [17]. Parity check 

is one of the widely used mechanisms for detecting single 

level faults. Thus, parity preserving circuit design is 

important for the development of fault tolerant reversible 

systems in nanotechnology. Unidirectional error detecting 

codes like parity code, hamming code, Reed Solomon code, 

Berger code and Bose Lin code can be used to develop fault 

tolerant circuit. Parity code is the simplest and cheapest error 

detecting code [18] as it requires only one error – checking 

bit to append to the information bits. This error – check bit is 

computed in such a way that the  number of 1‟s in 

information bits along with the parity bit is made odd or 

even. Hardware overhead is very less and computation speed 

is high [19]. But it can detect only single errors or all odd 

numbers of errors in the information bits. The modified 

version of parity code is Hamming code. But when compared 

to parity code it requires addition hardware overhead. This 

technique also detects single bit error and double errors and 

all uni directional errors. Reec Soloman is a polynomial  

 

based error detection code [20] providing error correction 

capability. But at the cost of increased area and speed 

overhead when compared to Hamming code and cannot 

detect all unidirectional errors. Berger code and Bose Lin 

code are all systematic and separable code. Bose Lin code 

has fixed number of check bits and is not dependent on 

number of information bits [21]. It can detect uni directional 

errors. On the other hand Berger code is optimal, in terms of 

number of check bits required for I information bits, among 

all separable codes the detect unidirectional errors [22]. No 

extra decoders are required to extract information bits, when 

needed for processing form the code word. They detect all 

multiple, unidirectional errors. It is least redundant code 

among all unidirectional error detection codes [23]. In this 

paper, we have used Berger code method to incorporate fault 

tolerance to the combined adder/subtractor unit. DKG gate is 

used to implement combined FA (full adder) and FS (full 

subtractor) circuit, and then this FA/FS circuit is used to 

form ripple carry adder/subtractor circuit. We have also 

synthesized circuit to calculate garbage output, ancilla 

inputs, quantum cost, gate count and comparative study is 

also performed. 

 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Reversible logic imposes many design constraints that need 

to be either ensured or optimized for implementing any 

particular Boolean functions. Firstly, in reversible logic 

circuit the number of inputs must be equal to the number of 

outputs. Secondly, for each input pattern there must be a 

unique output pattern. Thirdly, each output will be used only 

once, that is, no fan out is allowed. Finally, the resulting 

circuit must be acyclic. Any reversible logic design should 

minimize the followings: 

• Garbage Output: outputs that are not used as primary 

outputs are termed as garbage outputs. 

• Constants: constants are the input lines that are either set to 

zero(0) or one (1) in the circuit‟s input side 

• Gate Count: number of gates used to realize the system 

• Hardware Complexity: refers to the number of basic gates 

(NOT, AND & EXOR gate) used to synthesize the given 

function 

 

III. BERGER CODE FOR ARITHMETIC CIRCUITS 

The Berger code is a separable code and unordered code, 

insensitive to propagation delay of individual bits in the code 

word. Berger codes are introduced by J,M, Berger in 1961 

[24]. The codes are optimal systematic codes that detect all 

unidirectional errors [25]. Berger codes are formed by 

appending a special set of bits, call the check bits to each 

word information. The check bits to each word of 
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information. The check bits are created based on number of 

1‟s in the original information. A Berger code of length „n‟ 

will have „I‟ information bits and K check bits [22] where 

K = [log2(I + 1)]---------------------------------------------(1) 

and 

n = 1 + K ---------------------------------------------------- (2)    

Berger codes use fewest number of check bits of the 

available separable codes. 

Berger check reversible circuit design 

 The Berger check circuit proposed in this paper is 

based on the following logic. 

Let two n-bit numbers be X = Xn ----------X2X1 and Y = Yn 

………. Y2 Y1. Let the sum and internal carries be S = Sn-1 

…….. S1S0  and C = Cn …….. C2C1. 

Where Xi, Yi, Si, Ci   {0,1}. 

Let N(X) be the numbers of 1‟s in binary representation of X 

that is N(Xi) = Xi. 

Hence the Berger check prediction equation [26] is as 

follows:  

N(X) + N(Y) + Cin = N(S) + N(C) + Cout ----------- (3a) 

Where Cin is the carry input and Cout = Cn  

The modified form if equation 3a is as shown below: 

N(S) = N(X) + N(Y) + Cin – N(C) – Cout ----------- (3b) 

Berger check logic can both detect unidirectional and 

multiple errors. If there are multiple errors in the circuit such 

as flipping of two bits of same type, then there will be 

inequality in equation 3a. Hence error is detected. But Berger 

check prediction algorithm fails when both 1 and 0 are 

flipped in data word [27]. In such case error code are not 

detected. 

 

IV. ADDER/SUBTRACTOR 

In this section the design of combined adder subtractor is 

discussed, The ripple carry adder/subtractor consists of DKG 

gate, Feynman Gate, BVF gate and Peres gate. These gates 

are shown in figure 1, 2, 3 & 4. 

 

The Feynman gate and the BVF gate are fan out gates as fan 

out is not allowed in reversible logic. When input B of 

Feynman gate is set to zero then the value of both outputs is 

equal to A. The quantum cost of Peres gate is 1. Similarly 

when input A and Input are connected together and then 

input B and Input D is set to zero then all outputs will be 

equal to zero. The qyantum cost of BVF gate is 2. 

 
The DKG gate is used to perform full addition or full 

subtraction using input A, when A = 1 then R produces 

borrow and S produces difference, when A = 0 then R 

produces carry and S produces sum. P and Q outputs are 

garbage outputs in Ripple vary adder/Subtractor design. The 

quantum cost of DKG gate is 6. 

 
The Peres gate is used to perform half adder, when the input 

C is set to zero, Q generates the sum and output P generates 

the carry. Now this half adder is used to implement full 

adder. So two Peres gates implements one full adder. 

Quantum cost of Peres gate is 4. Figure 5 shows the Peres 

gate half adder. The full adder circuit using Peres gate is 

shown in figure 6. 
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Reversible combined fault tolerant 4 bit adder/subtractor is 

shown in figure 7, this figure is divided into 4 parts namely: 

part (a), part (b), part (c) and part (d). Each part performs a 

distinguish task in the operation of addition and subtraction. 

Part (b) of figure 7 is the combined 4 bit ripple carry 

adder/subtractor, to perform the operation of addition the 

“A/S” input of the DKG gate must be set to zero and to 

perform the operation of subtraction, it must be set to one. 

Since fan-out is not allowed in reversible logic hence we 

cannot simply apply the single “A/S” selection signal to the 

four DKG gate. The solution to this problem is to design a 

fan-out circuit, the fan-out circuit is shown in part (a) of 

figure 7, the fan-out circuit consists of one Feynman gate 

(FG) and one BVF gate, these gate generates four copies 

(A/S0, A/S1, A/S2, A/S3) of the input “A/S” signal. The 

DKG gate generates four sum/difference signals (s(0), s(1), 

s(2), S(3)). The output of part (b) of figure 7 generates the 

sum/difference signals, these signals used by the fault 

tolerant signal to calculate the number of „1‟ in them. Now 

the sum/difference signals are needed to be used at two 

places namely: first the output of the circuit and secondly to 

the fault tolerant circuit. So fan-out circuit is again required, 

part (c) of figure 7 does the task using Feynman gate (FG), 

the “B” input of the FG gate is assigned to a constant „0‟ to 

produce two copies of the signal s(i). Four FG gates are 

employed to generate four copies of the signals. The fault 

tolerant circuit calculates the number of „1‟ in the 

sum/difference signal (s(0), s(1), s(2), S(3)),  this is 

implemented using Peres gates. 1‟s counting unit is shown in 

figure 8, which consists of one full adder and two half adders. 

 

The Berger check unit shown in figure 8 is implemented 

using Peres gates, the full adder (FA) is implemented using 

two Peres gates and the 2 half adder (HA) is implemented 

using two Peres gates as shown in part (d) of figure 7. 

 

V. SYNTHESIS 

This section discusses the synthesis of reversible circuit 

shown in figure 7. Ancilla inputs is the number of constant 

signals applied to the circuit to perform the task assigned to 

it. In figure 7, 3 ancilla inputs are used in part (a) of figure 7 

to generate the copies of “A/S” signal, 4 ancilla inputs are 

used in fan-out circuit shown in part (c) of figure 7 for 

generating copies of sum/difference signal (s(0), s(1), s(2), 

S(3)), and 3 ancilla inputs are used in Berger check unit of 

part (d) of figure 7. So a total of 10 ancilla inputs are used in 

the proposed design. 

Garbage output is the number of unused outputs generated 

during the operation, and the inputs regenerated are not 

garbage outputs. Four garbage outputs are generated by the 

Q outputs of DKG gates in ripple carry adder/subtractor 

namely: G1, G2, G3, G4, as shown in part (b) of figure 7. 

Four garbage outputs are generated by P outputs of Peres 

gates in Berger check circuit shown in part (d) of figure 7. So 

a total of 8 garbage outputs are generated by the proposed 

design. 

Quantum cost is the number of primitive gates used in the 

design, the quantum cost of the design is calculated by 

adding the quantum cost of individual reversible gates. In 

this design 5 Feynman gates (FG) are used, the cost of each 

FG gate is 1 so total quantum cost for FG gate is 5, similarly 

1 BVF gate will cost 2 quantum units, 4 DKG gate will cost 

24 quantum units and 4 Peres gate will cost 16 quantum 

units, so the total quantum cost of the design is 47 units. 

The delay units of the proposed design by adding the 

quantum cost of the critical path, the critical path of the 

proposed design is marked in red ink in figure 7. The total 

quantum cost of all these gates in 36, so the delay of the 

design is 36 units. 

Gate count is the number of reversible gates, here in this 

design the gate count is 14. 

Table 1 summarizes the synthesis of the proposed design and 

compares it with the other designs, as depicted in table 1 that 

proposed design is better than other designs available in 

literature. The design 1 and design 2 [28] is only of adder 

and same resources are being used by subtractor of the 

design. Both the designs [28] are fault tolerant.   

Table 1: Design Synthesis Report 

S.

no 
Parameter 

Proposed 

Design 

Design 1 
adder 

[28] 

Design 2 
Adder 

[28] 

1 Ancilla Inputs 10 9 12 

2 Garbage outputs 8 2 8 

3 Quantum Cost 47 54 72 

4 Delay 36 46 66 

5 Gate count 14 13 24 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper design and implementation of 4 bit reversible 

fault tolerant combined adder/subtractor is discussed. The 
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proposed design uses DKG gate to implement ripple carry 

adder/Subtractor and Berger check logic to implement fault 

tolerance for the circuit. The proposed is better than other 

designs available in literature in terms of number of garbage 

outputs, ancilla inputs, quantum cost and delay. In future this 

design can be modified to implement other fast 

adder/subtractor design like carry look ahead adder, carry 

chain adder, carry save adder and Kogge Stone adder.  
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